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Introduction

China’s economic boom has brought millions out of poverty, but come at a cost to the environment, and many citizens have found themselves without protection from severe air, water, and soil pollution. Incidents of social disorder, often in response to environmental fears, are growing across China, with 87,000 public protests reported in 2005 alone.¹ As a way to stem the growing tide of protests, over the past decade, the Chinese government has officially embraced ‘participation’ as a means to improve environmental protection, creating laws and regulations granting citizens rights to participate in the environmental decision making process.²

In spite of the comprehensive language of these new participatory laws and regulations, and signs of increased participation broadly among the population, a divide has emerged among Chinese communities regarding their capacity to participate. Primarily, this divide hinges on socioeconomic contingent factors that shape the stage in the process at which participation happens, and in response to what type of motivating force.³ Similar to the U.S. experience with its respective environmental impact assessment (EIA) law, outside factors shape communities’ capacity to make full and effective use of their participatory rights. Questions of capacity are thrown into particularly sharp relief when these rights become obscured by insufficiencies in the law colluding with systemic disregard for community participation.

This paper will use a comparative case study method between China and the United States to explore the correlation between socioeconomic contingent factors and the capacity of communities to participate in the environmental decision making process, focusing on the stage
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² Id.
³ Wanxin Li, Jieyan Liu & Duoduo Li, Getting their voices heard: Three cases of public participation in environmental protection in China, 98 J. Envtl. Mgmt. (forthcoming May 2012).
during which the community’s voice is heard. Part I will provide an overview of waste disposal in China, especially the increasing need for alternatives to traditional landfills. Part II will seek to define “community participation” as a distinct but related offshoot of the more commonly referenced theme in China of ‘public participation.’ Part III and IV will outline the relevant EIA laws in China and the United States, respectively, utilizing case studies to highlight the discrepancy in the types of community participation often seen between low-and middle-income communities in both nations. Finally, Part V will tie together the environmental justice implications of this pattern of disparate access to participation platforms, utilizing both lessons learned from the U.S. experience and China-specific considerations to make a series of recommendations. These recommendations will seek to achieve a more egalitarian EIA process, defining success universally across communities as the ability to participate meaningfully in an original and thoroughly completed EIA.

Part I: The Waste Disposal Problem in China

China’s development has brought about an unprecedented growth in municipal solid waste (MSW), with no other country ever experiencing “as large and as fast an increase in solid waste quantities.”

“As China’s economy barrels onward, waste, a byproduct of prosperity, is piling up.”

In China, MSW by definition includes household, industrial, and hazardous waste. MSW generation has increased rapidly in the last few decades, from 31.3 million tons in 1980 to 113 million tons in 1998. From 1979 to 2010, the average annual growth of MSW in China has

---

7 Zhang, Tan & Gersberg, supra note 4, at 1624.
been approximately 7.08 percent. In 2004, China surpassed the United States as the world’s largest waste generator, in spite of having a lower per capita MSW generation rate. By 2030, it is expected that “China’s annual solid waste quantities will increase by another 150% - growing from about 190 million tons in 2004 to over 480 million tons.”

“MSW disposal in China is predominantly by means of landfill because it is cost-effective and it can accommodate large fluctuations in the amount and type of waste.” The current treatment ratio consists of 91.4% reliance on landfills and 6.4% on incineration, with the remainder going to compost and recycling. Hahn Chu, the environmental affairs manager of Friend of the Earth Hong Kong notes, “As the government has tried to foster recycling enterprises, the scale of those enterprises is no match [for] the sheer volume of trash being generated day in and day out.” At these ratios and with urban China’s history of increased and fast-paced development, landfill overload has become a serious problem. “It is no doubt that the present disposal situation is expected to deteriorate as China experiences rapid urbanization. Housing developments are now increasingly encircling the existing dumps and the environmental degradation associated with [them] is directly affecting the population.”

Due to high population density, high real estate values, and the subsequent challenge of finding new sites that are located at a reasonable distance from collection areas, landfills are becoming less economically sound. Many landfills have already closed ahead of their planned operational life, and there is the expectation that all of Beijing’s remaining 13 landfills will be full by
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The capital is not an isolated case. “The largest landfill site in Guangzhou, capital of Guangdong province, now handles more than three times its designated capacity.”

One option being widely considered to address the lack of available landfill space and China’s ever-growing MSW production is increasing the country’s use of incineration. MSW incineration technology was originally introduced in China at the end of the 1980s, undergoing rapid development in the 1990s. “More than 30 large and middle-scale cities already have or are underway constructing MSW incineration plants. By 2006, there were about 70 MSW incinerators and the total capacity had reached 33,010 ton[s]/day.” A primary benefit of waste incineration is the space-saving nature of the technology; “during the incineration process, 90% of the waste volume and 75% of the waste weight [can] be reduced.” Additional benefits include complete disinfection of MSW and energy recovery. It is also a mature technology, well integrated into the waste management systems of developed countries like Denmark and Japan, suggesting that China could similarly adopt safe incineration mechanisms. According to Professor Nie Yongfeng of the College of Environmental Science and Engineering at Tsinghua University in Beijing, “[Incineration] is the only practical way at present to curb the crisis [of landfill overload.] Incineration technology has become mature and safe, and has been adopted in many developed countries…the incinerator plant is an ideal waste-to-energy facility that generate[s] renewable electricity or heat.”
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As with many technologies, however, there are still a variety of risks associated with incineration, including potentially toxic dioxin emissions, air-borne mercury, and “considerable volumes of solid residues [including] bottom ash, grate sifting, fly ash, and air pollution control residue, which are generated at different points in the process of MSW generation.”26 Part of a group of chemicals known as persistent organic pollutants, dioxins have been linked by the World Health Organization to impairment of the immune system, nervous system, and endocrine system.27 According to Zhao Zhangyuan, a retired expert formerly with the State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA),28 “Most incinerators in China lack proper management due to [cost cutting]. The garbage is often not burned completely, so emissions of dioxins are inevitable.”29 Apart from human health concerns, some of the purported benefits of MSW incineration exist only minimally in Chinese application. “In comparison with developed countries, the net caloric value of MSW in China is far too low for waste heat utilization and poorly suited to incineration because of the high concentration of food waste and the moisture content.”30 China also does not recycle the by-products of the incineration process, including bottom ash, as consistently as other countries, reducing the value of that benefit in the overall calculation.31 In light of these problems, negative public response to plans to increase the use of incineration facilities further underscores that “the use of incineration technology…is by no means a perfect tonic to the nation’s ills.”32

26 Zhang, Tan & Gersberg, supra note 4, at 1627, 1629.
27 Wang, supra note 18.
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29 Wang, supra note 18.
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Part II. Defining Community Participation

While the Western environmental movement blossomed in the 1960s under pressure from U.S. and European citizens expressing discontent over visible air and water pollution, the Chinese experience has traditionally taken an alternative route.\(^3^3\) Guided primarily by the “mass line” method of leadership in which public participation was integrated into a top-down management scheme, the government was required to solicit the opinions of communities, but in a way that differed tremendously from participation structures founded on the rights of individual citizens.\(^3^4\) According to Pan Yue, former Vice Minister of China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP), “public participation means that common people have the right to participation in the decision making process of public policy.”\(^3^5\) Transitioning from a place in which the public was included only through the top-down mass line method, to public participation as so defined, means making the significant transformation to a rights-based standard.\(^3^6\)

A new development in China’s rights-based participation trajectory is a move from broad “public participation” terminology toward a more narrowly focused “community participation” standard. Reaching back to the 19th century, the term “community” first appeared in Ferdinand Tonnies’ essay Community and Society.\(^3^7\) According to Tonnies, community is “a social group that is formed by those people that share the same values, intimate relationships, and help each other.”\(^3^8\) Chinese scholars expanded on these themes, defining communities as sharing the three


\(^{34}\) \textit{Id.}

\(^{35}\) Pan Yue, \textit{Environmental Protection and Public Participation}, 13 \textit{THEORY FRONT} 12, 13 (2004).

\(^{36}\) \textit{Id.}


\(^{38}\) \textit{Id.}
elements of a particular space, common connections, and social interaction. However, “in China, the term community has always been ambiguous and had a low profile during the decades when the Communist Party banned sociology....” With the reemergence of sociological studies in the late 1970s, Chinese governance has put an administrative gloss on the notion of community. In 1986, the Ministry of Civil Affairs provided an official definition for urban areas, equating community with either “a Street – the lowest level of formal urban administration – or a neighborhood-level, semi-governmental grassroots unit, known as the Residents’ Committee, which is overseen directly by the Street.” The Opinion on Promoting Urban Community Construction Nationwide, issued in 2000 by the Ministry of Civil Affairs, set forth reform principles for controlling urban community size to render governance more effective. “The reform was focused on the relationship between the Street-Residents’ Committee to render the Residents’ Committee a core community organization and to enable the community to become independent from the urban administration.” Seeking to facilitate the transfer of social welfare responsibilities from the central government to local communities, the reform principles aim to control the size of urban communities in order to be helpful to the management, service, and self-governance of a community, and to be favorable to developing and sharing resources. The Opinion on Promoting Urban Community Construction Nationwide also seeks to define community by outstanding regional features that ensure the residents have a sense of belonging and identification, suitable population intensity of 1000-3000 houses, and a common use of
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thoroughfares including streets, roads, and lanes. 44 While the individual resident is the primary actor in community participation, “there exist other subjects as well, including various community [non-governmental organizations] (NGOs) and other institutions that are located in the community.”45

“The recent interest in community participation throughout the world is premised on the perceived benefits that community participation brings to programs in terms of added efficiency, sustainability, and collective community power.”46 The form that community participation takes, and the success that it may have in producing sustained betterment, is intimately related to the country’s social, political, and economic environment.47 “In Western societies, studies on the types of people who participate in community affairs have found that majority-group members, the wealthy, and people working in professional occupations, along with those with higher levels of education, more often become involved in organized community activities.”48 Studies in China, however, have found that motives for participation vary according to the objectives of the community action, with community safety, social services, and environmental improvement tending to attract more community participants.49

In the environmental context, the public can participate at three different stages. Before decisions are made, the public can participate in environmental assessments intended to identify potential environmental impacts of a contemplated action, in order to reveal their preferences and interests.50 When a decision has been made to proceed with a project, EIA mechanisms become relevant, and the government is required to notify the public and solicit opinions, often through

44 Id.
46 Xu, supra note 40, at 623.
47 Id. at 624.
48 Id.
49 Id. at 625.
50 Li, Liu & Li, supra note 3, at 4.
public hearings.\textsuperscript{51} Finally, when decisions have been made and pollution or other harm has actually occurred, “the public can redress their grievances by suing polluters in the courts or...complaining to the mass media or the government, or taking the issue in[to] their own hands to protest.”\textsuperscript{52} As highlighted by the case studies in Parts III and IV of this paper, and as discussed in Part V, the stage of community participation in facility siting decisions can frequently be correlated with socioeconomic contingent factors in the community.\textsuperscript{53}

**Part III. Participation through EIAs in China**

**A. Relevant EIA Laws and Regulations**

The transition to embracing participation in China began in earnest in 2003 when the EIA Law came into effect, representing a watershed moment in China as the country’s first law to require public participation in any decision making process.\textsuperscript{54} “Although EIA had existed in China at least conceptually since 1973, prior to 2003, the public had been effectively absent from the process.”\textsuperscript{55} Until China’s Environmental Protection Act was enacted in 1979, the EIA process was not statutorily mandated and represented a mere administrative function.\textsuperscript{56} Even under the Environmental Protection Act, however, EIA procedures were not stipulated in detail.\textsuperscript{57}

Progressing, in 1998, the Ordinance on Environmental Management for Construction Projects required solicitation of “the views of the units and residents of the locality wherein the

\textsuperscript{51} Id.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{53} See infra Part III.C, IV.C, V.A.; Li, Liu & Li, supra note 3.
\textsuperscript{55} Moorman & Zhang, supra note 54.
\textsuperscript{56} Id. at 297.
construction project is located.” The Ordinance further specified that construction projects of all sizes be subject to EIAs and that the “the detail of the environmental impact report varies, respectively, with the likelihood that the proposed project will cause significant environmental harm.” For projects having a potentially major environmental impact, developers must prepare an environmental impact report (EIR), the most comprehensive type of documentation. Projects with a light potential environmental impact require only an environmental impact form (EIF), and projects deemed to have an even lower potential environmental impact only require an environmental impact registration form (EIRF), without any further assessment.

The 2003 Environmental Impact Assessment Act of the People’s Republic of China (EIA Law) essentially built on the processes implemented by the 1998 law, with two important additions. “First, it expands the EIA mandate to encompass government plans as well as construction projects…add[ing] a Strategic Environmental Assessment (plan-based) overlay to the existing EIA process.” Second, and more importantly for the scope of this paper, the EIA Law requires that the public participate in the process. Article 11 of the EIA Law requires that the project drafting organ “hold evidentiary meetings or testimony hearings or adopt other forms of soliciting opinions on the environmental impact report from relevant work units, experts and the public” prior to submitting the plans for approval. Additionally, Article 21 requires that the drafting organ explain its decision to adopt or reject public comments: “explanations of adoption
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or rejection of the opinions of relevant work units, experts and the public shall be attached to the environment impact report submitted…for approval.”

Seeking to enhance participation in the EIA process, the Provisional Measures on Public Participation in EIA, enacted in 2006, build on the existing public participation framework by making disclosure of basic information regarding the project and the contact details of the developers and EIA institution “a fundamental requirement.” “Prior to the implementation of the Provisional Measures, there was no legal requirement of notice to the public in the EIA process. The general public was not normally informed of any forthcoming projects since only limited public participation, if any, might occur after the drafting of the EIA reports.” The Provisional Measures require the disclosure of contact information and basic background information within seven days of the project developer being hired. An improvement over the general requirements set forth by the EIA Law, Article 9 of the Provisional Measures requires disclosure of 17 different categories of information prior to the submission of an EIA report. The details requiring disclosure under the Provisional Measures include:

- A description of the construction program;
- A description of the potential environmental impacts and a summary of preventive or meditative measures;
- A summary of the conclusion of the EIA report;
- Method and timeframe for public access to a summary of the EIA report;
- Issues raised for public comment;
- Specific channels for public comment; and
- A valid period for public comment.

---
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B. Implementation Challenges

In part, the laws seem to be working to awaken the public consciousness and encourage participation even in the absence of ideal implementation. “Since 2002, the number of complaints to the environmental authorities has increased by 30% every year, reaching 600,000 in 2004; while the number of mass protests caused by environmental issues has grown by 29% every year.”72 Additionally, the first ten months of 2009 saw as many Environmental Administrative Reconsideration cases as the total number for 1997-2007.73 However, “while noticeable progress has been made to facilitate public participation in the EIA process, the public still finds it extremely difficult to provide meaningful input that could have real impact on the ultimate decision made by the government.”74 As Pan Yue noted, this challenge arises because “….details of the conditions and procedures for public participation have not yet been clearly stipulated. That is to say, faced with a specific problem, the public still does not know how to participate…The public cannot find a way to participate.”75 Exacerbating this problem, the laws make no provisions for public involvement under some project scenarios. The type of EIA document required for a proposed project is pre-determined, without public input, by a SEPA-published catalogue describing categories of projects. Under the EIA Law, a full EIA process is not necessary for projects only requiring an EIRF with anticipated “low-impact” to the environment, meaning “this requirement amounts to little more than a check-the-box formality.”76

75 Pan, supra note 75.
76 Moorman & Zhang, supra note 54, at 302.
The struggle for meaningful involvement manifests itself in the absence of public participation in the initial stages of project design, “where the public has little opportunity to access information regarding proposed projects or participate in the decision-making process.”\(^{77}\) Under the 2006 Provisional Measures, for instance, the public is technically permitted to submit concerns and suggestions prior to the EIR submission, but “at this stage it is difficult for concerned citizens to raise informed questions. Extensive information disclosure and public participation takes place within a very limited space of time before the draft EIR is submitted to environmental agencies for approval.”\(^{78}\) According to the EIA Law requirements, the public has only a maximum period of ten days to comment on a proposed project.\(^{79}\) “Since 2006, an increasing number of proposed projects have begun making initial disclosures and posting abridged additions of the EIA report; however, these disclosures are often very brief and lack essential details.”\(^{80}\) SEPA expressly rejected the public right of access to full EIA documents, excluding them from the “government information” required to be disclosed under China’s two disclosure laws.\(^{81}\) “Without access to accurate and reliable project information, the public is placed at a great disadvantage. An opportunity to comment does not necessarily lead to meaningful public input.”\(^{82}\) Further, Chinese reports find that there are still many infrastructure projects that have not implemented the EIA process properly or at all:

\(^{77}\) Powell, Ma, Pozon & Xie, \textit{supra} note 32, at 14.

\(^{78}\) \textit{Id.} at 23.

\(^{79}\) \textit{Id.} at 25.
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\(^{81}\) The disclosure laws include the Measures on Disclosure of Environmental Information (for Trial Use) and the Regulation on Disclosure of Government Information. Zhao, \textit{supra} note 74, at 500.

\(^{82}\) \textit{Id.}
According to a 2006 survey on new projects under construction…the rate of EIA implementation is low and violation of environmental rules is rampant. While provinces claim that the EIA was implemented at a rate of 86.9%, the central government’s own audit found that the rate was much lower in many provinces…well below 50%.\textsuperscript{83}

This problem of implementation is exacerbated by the fact that in cases where the EIA rules are violated or ignored, neither the EIA Law itself nor the Provisional Measures provide any means for seeking legal redress.\textsuperscript{84}

Even disregarding the challenges created by the written language of the EIA Law and its regulations, underlying the ineffectiveness of the EIA process in China seems to be a variety of cultural and social challenges. In spite increased reporting by the public, in order to attract investment, many local governments have adopted a policy of “pollute now, clean up later.”\textsuperscript{85} Development zones and industrial parks are created where environmental standards can be lowered, and some major polluters have even been classified as “eco-friendly” to prevent the environmental authorities from making spot checks.\textsuperscript{86} “At the start of 2007, SEPA announced a further 82 projects, with a total investment value of over 112 billion Yuan, had been found in serious breach of the EIA law and regulations on the integration of health and safety measures into project design.”\textsuperscript{87} Many officials, particularly at the local level, perceive the EIA process to be an obstacle rather than an incentive, “and do not consider [the rules to be] capable of adding value to the development process.”\textsuperscript{88}

In terms of including the public in the EIA process, the assumption exists in many Chinese cities “that the public still lacks the knowledge and capacity to participate in policy

\textsuperscript{83} Powell, Ma, Pozon & Xie, supra note 32, at 25.
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Ma, supra note 72.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Tang, Wong & Lau, supra note 57, at 68.
formulation and decision making. Such an assumption has led to an ‘expert-cult’ phenomenon in Chinese development planning, especially in…environmental protection.”

Bolstered by the loose definition of “the public” in the EIA Law, and the discretion given to project proponents in determining who is representative of the population potentially affected by a project, “in practice, it is common to treat the views and comments of experts and even relevant local government bureaus as ‘public’ opinion.”

With regard to experts, “participation” often takes the form of a review so they can provide technical comments to the project proponents. Representatives of government departments have also admitted that public participation is sometimes ignored because of the perception that “involving the general public places risks on achieving anticipated quantitative economic targets,” increasing costs and time delays which directly impact promotion opportunities among officials. The mechanisms available to communities to counteract the often-failed EIA system in China vary widely, often according to socioeconomic status, as highlighted by recent developments surrounding waste incineration facilities in two communities.

C. Chinese Case Studies

1. High Participation Capacity Community: Panyu, Guangzhou Province

In coordination with the Eleventh Five-Year Plan for Intermediate Waste Disposal, Panyu district in Guangzhou Province was officially selected as the location for city’s next waste incineration facility. In September 2009, the Panyu community was informed by unofficial...
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89 Id. at 60.
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sources when a local newspaper revealed plans for the new facility. An upper-class, white-collar neighborhood, the residents of Panyu began to conduct online research, and grew panicked to learn of the water, air, and sound pollution created by a similar facility built in another district in Guangzhou three years earlier. Opposition erupted in response to both perceptions of health threats and “the government’s hard stance in trying to bulldoze through the project,” turning many Panyu residents into activists. “They wrote proposals to relevant government departments, printed T-shirts with slogans, and demonstrated in front of the local supermarket. [S]ome others participated enthusiastically in a special section on Jian-Wai-Jiang, the community forum..., titled ‘Waste Incineration and Environmental Protection.’”

The residents’ mobilization attracted the attention of traditional media, prompting the Panyu Municipal Government to hold a press conference intended to dispel pressure from the continuous media reports. In response to protests, officials ensured no action would be taken prior to completion of an EIA, but affirmed that the waste incinerator was still the best option to address the waste demands of Panyu’s 2.5 million residents. In spite of government reassurances, the Guangdong Shengqing Research Center found on November 5, 2009 that “97.1% of Panyu residents were opposed to the incinerator project, and almost all of them would [request] a second environmental evaluation if the project passed.” On November 23, more than a thousand residents gathered outside the district’s City Administration Department building with banners and masks to continue protesting. On December 20, the Party Committee
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Secretary of Panyu came to the community to speak with the residents; “he reassured them that construction of the incinerator project had come to a halt.”

2. Low Participation Capacity Community: Haian, Jiangsu Province

On the other side of the spectrum is the Haian community in Jiangsu Province, representative of many communities in China that do not have ready access to the same platforms of participation made use of in Panyu. Built in 2006, the Haian Waste Incineration Plant was operational throughout Mrs. Xie’s pregnancy with her son, Xie Yongkang. Born on May 12, 2008 with brain paralysis and epilepsy, the boy’s lower-class family gave no thought to what caused his disability until his father encountered a flyer advocating for demolition of the incineration facility for health reasons.

Unbeknownst to the Haian residents, in 2008 SEPA released a document setting the safe residential distance from incinerator facilities at 300 meters. Lacking both facility approval and a discharge permit from the city’s environmental protection agency, the Haian Waste Incineration Plant operated in spite of its proximity to residents; the Xie’s home was only 190 meters away. Inspired by the demolition flyer, Mr. Xie grew convinced there was a connection between the 2-3 millimeters of dust in the resident’s yards, the deaths of domestic animals, and the increase in premature births and cancer deaths. In 2010, he sued the incineration facility on behalf of his son’s injuries in the nation’s first such case against a MSW incineration facility. At the Haian County Court, Mr. Xie’s case ran into the typical problem faced by plaintiffs in environmental litigation: proving causality between the facility’s operation and the plaintiff's injuries.
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and the injuries prompting the suit. The Nantong City Intermediate Court, however, approached causality from a different perspective, ruling that the defendant facility needed to prove its behavior “would not lead to the harm” alleged. Representing an about face in China’s loosely construed precedent, the intermediate court continued to seek guidance from the higher court through the beginning of 2012 to sort through the implications of this causality reversal.

In spite of the potential progress for victims in the Xie’s family’s position stemming from the intermediate court’s ruling, the family’s lawyer continued to express reservations about the ultimate outcome, noting the resistance of local protectionism would continue to provide obstacles to compensation. Through December 2011, long after Mr. Xie’s lawsuit went to court and the media began covering Yongkang’s story, dozens of Haian villagers continued to live within 300 meters of the site of the incinerator.

Part IV: Participation through EIAs in the United States

A. Relevant EIA Laws and Regulations

As in China, the plain language of the U.S. EIA law suggests a consistent, guaranteed outlet for meaningful community participation in siting decisions and other projects with potential environmental impact. Broadly declaring that “it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable means…to the end that the Nation may…assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings,” the 1970 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is seen as the genesis of all modern federal
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environmental law. The basic policy of NEPA is to assure that all branches of government give proper consideration to the environment prior to undertaking any major federal action which significantly affects the environment.\footnote{42 U.S.C. § 4321 (2010); BARRY E. HILL, ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: LEGAL THEORY AND PRACTICE 3 (Environmental Law Institute, 2009).} To that end, the NEPA process begins with a preliminary assessment of the likelihood that a proposed federal action will have a significant environmental impact, and thereby require a more detailed Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).\footnote{Hill, supra note 113, at 3.} This preliminary assessment is called an Environmental Assessment (EA). “If, based on an EA, an agency makes a finding of no significant impact (FONSI), it need not thereafter prepare an EIS and the NEPA process ends. But the agency is required to make the FONSI available to members of the local public who are directly affected by the agency action.”\footnote{Id. at 291–92.} On the other hand, if a proposed project is determined to require an EIS, a Notice of Intent (NOI) is issued to inform the public of the proposed project.\footnote{Powell, Ma, Pozon & Xie, supra note 32, at 22.}

The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ), a three-member advisory panel within the Executive Office provides regulations to clarify the procedural processes of NEPA. At this stage, the regulations require the agency to conduct a scoping process intended to clarify the scope of the EIS and to further provide notification of the proposed action to the public.\footnote{Moorman & Zhang, supra note 54, at 292.} A draft EIS, once prepared, is to be furnished to any person, organization, or agency that is involved with the proposed action, or upon specific request. The agency preparing the EIS is required to solicit comments from affected parties, experts, and the public, who are usually afforded no less than forty-five days to review and comment on the draft.\footnote{40 C.F.R. § 1506.10(c) (2011).}
While the regulations leave discretion to the relevant agency regarding the public comment period, the regulations instruct “that [public] hearings might be appropriate where there is substantial controversy or interest surrounding the proposed action.”120 When an agency plans a public hearing for a draft EIS, the document must be made available to the public at least fifteen days prior to the hearing.121

After the time for public comment on the draft EIS has concluded, the agency completes a final EIS, “addressing all substantive comments by either amending its analyses, or by explaining why a particular comment does not warrant agency response.”122 The agency then files the final EIS with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and distributes it once more to interested parties and the public.123 A final decision cannot be made by the agency on a proposed action “until at least thirty days after the EPA has public notice of the final EIS in the Federal Register, or 90 days after the draft EIS is made public, whichever is later.”124 Once a decision has been made, the EIS is finalized through a public Record of Decision (ROD), stating, “Whether all practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental harm from the alternatives selected have been adopted, and it not, why they were not,” thereby ensuring public notification through the final stage of the process.125

**B. Implementation Challenges**

Despite the language of NEPA and its regulations, there is a history of U.S. citizens, particularly those coming from more vulnerable socioeconomic or minority backgrounds, struggling to ensure equal implementation and enforcement of the law’s protections.126
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prevailing assumption in this country has been that pollution is a problem faced equally by everyone in society…[however,] whether by conscious design or institutional neglect, communities of color in urban ghettos, in rural ‘poverty pockets,’ or on economically impoverished Native-American reservations face some of the worst environmental devastation in the nation.” 127 This environmental devastation has stemmed in large part from the fact that hazardous waste sites, incinerators, and other pollution-generating facilities are disproportionately located in or near minority and low-income communities. 128 Some literature even argues that environmental and land use laws “have provided more environmental benefits to the white and affluent while providing fewer benefits to or worsening the environmental conditions of the poor and communities of color” due to the laws’ failure to consider distributional consequences. 129 “To the extent that distributional consequences were considered, it was assumed that reducing aggregate pollution levels would make everyone better off. When distributional issues were raised, federal institutions declined to consider the connection between environmental protection and race or other socioeconomic issues.” 130 Beyond the challenges created by the focus of the environmental laws, the historical nature of the environmental movement and the ongoing challenges associated with minority and low-income status in the United States help to explain why certain voices are left out of the environmental political process in spite of NEPA, shaping the ultimate result of disproportionate exposure. 131

One reason for the marginalization of minority and low-income communities in siting decisions is the nature of the environmental movement, “which has historically been white
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middle and upper-class in its orientation.”132 Additionally, these disempowered communities disproportionately struggle with poverty, unemployment, and the subsequent problems associated with inadequate housing, and poor education and health.

These communities cannot afford the luxury of being primarily concerned about the quality of their environment when confronted by a plethora of pressing problems related to their day-to-day survival. Within this context, [minority and low-income] communities become particularly vulnerable to those who advocate the siting of a hazardous waste facility as an avenue for employment and economic development.133

The limitations these burdens place on less affluent communities also creates restricted mobility. “Traditionally [minority and low-income communities] do not appear to have the same opportunities…‘to vote with their feet’ and leave behind unhealthy physical environments. Because of limited income and wealth, the poor do not have the financial means…to buy their way out of polluted neighborhoods.”134 This creates a seeming lack of local opposition, which also manifests itself in a false choice between community health and the desperate need for employment.135 “A community might accept, even encourage, commercial development if it is under the impression that new employment opportunities will be available, the tax base will increase, and civic improvements will be made…Such economic benefits do not always materialize, unfortunately.”136 Finally, the siting of pollution-generating facilities creates a positive feedback loop, with areas already inundated by hazardous environmental activity being more likely to be chosen as the site for more.137
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C. United States Case Studies

1. High Participation Capacity Community: Houston, TX

A landmark dispute in the United States took place in 1979 when African American homeowners began the fight to keep a landfill out of their suburban, middle-class Houston neighborhood.138 “Residents formed the Northeast Community Action Group (NECAG). NECAG and their attorney, Linda McKeever Bullard, filed a class action lawsuit to block the facility from being built.”139 Eight years later, the Commission for Racial Justice produced a study, Toxic Waste and Race in the United States: A National Report on the Racial and Socio-Economic Characteristics of Communities with Hazardous Waste Sites, which found race “to be the most potent variable in predicting where these facilities were located – more powerful than poverty, land values, and home ownership.”140 In spite of these findings, the NECAG example suggests that these other demographic characteristics of a community can serve to undermine the otherwise prevalent correlation between waste facility sites and race, broadening the scope of the community participation issues at hand.

2. Low Participation Capacity Community: Kettleman City, CA

Further West in 1979, a toxic waste landfill was built in a primarily Spanish-speaking immigrant farm worker community in Kettleman City, California, requiring trucks filled with chemical waste to pass daily through the town center in order to reach the facility.141 In the mid-1980s, the U.S. EPA found the landfill to be in repeated violation of its permit, charging the company with fines for faulty record keeping and leakage into water supplies.142 In 1990, the
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same company proposed to build a hazardous waste incineration facility nearby to take advantage of the preexisting dump. As the permitting process for the new incineration facility began, meetings, hearings, and technical information were provided to the Kettleman community only in English.

At this point, Greenpeace’s Southwest Toxic Campaign Coordinator became alerted to the company’s plans to expand the Kettleman facility, and through local contacts, began meeting with community members. With support from Greenpeace and other outside organizations, the community organized to oppose the planned incinerator. “In February 1991, a lawsuit filed by California Rural Legal Assistance on behalf of the community coalition El Pueblo Para el Aire y Agua Limpio formally stated that the permit process violated the rights of residents” because none of the information was provided to the community in their language. By 1994, through the efforts of environmental non-profits, the Kettleman community, and two successful lawsuits filed by California Rural Legal Assistance, the company eventually abandoned its incinerator facility plans, although the original landfill continued to operate.

Part V: Environmental Justice Implications & Recommendations

A. Environmental Justice: Not in My Backyard (NIMBY)

As highlighted by the case studies in both China and the United States, when participation is marginalized, the opportunities available to the community often depend just as much on its capacity to gain the access needed to participate as its desire to participate. This reality raises important environmental justice implications. “Environmental justice is defined as
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‘the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national
origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”’

Six factors are said to contribute to environmental injustices: (1) relative lack of political power; (2) economics; (3) lack of participation in the environmental movement; (4) racism; (5) the NIMBY outlook; (6) segregated housing and immobility.

As noted in a comparative study of three infrastructure projects in China, ownership of private property, social affiliations, access to participation prescribed by the EIA law, and a variety of other socio-economic contingent factors dictate the public participation equation in environmental decision-making.

In the case of middle class communities like those highlighted in Panyu, Guangzhou and Houston, Texas, concentrated costs but dispersed benefits often results in the dominant attitude of “not in my backyard.”

The NIMBY phenomenon occurs when “affluent communities with resources to resist the siting of facilities in their communities have shifted the siting efforts of industry to other communities.”

In application to the United States, sociologist Robert D. Bullard has noted that, “Somewhere Else, USA’ often ends up being located in poor, powerless, minority communities.”

The NIMBY attitude among middle-class communities works in concert with the interests of industry, which often seeks the path of least resistance, targeting areas least likely to express opposition for siting.

Because minority and low-income communities lack the same resources or government and industry contacts necessary to sustain the proactive behavior
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found in affluent communities, this means polluting facilities end up there.156 “Under conditions of social and economic inequality, only some people...will have the clout and the funding to get the powers that be to pay attention to their NIMBY claims.”157 While less affluent communities occasionally have success in preventing polluting industry projects from being built, this success is often more temporary in nature and more dependent on outside forces than full-time community members.158

B. Recommendations

While there may be means to address the waste issue in China more directly through recycling or other waste reduction initiatives,159 the reality is that incineration facilities will be a major part of the Chinese waste disposal landscape in coming years. Rather than demand an alternate reality, this paper sought to unearth the reasons for lack of meaningful participation in the existing system. Facilitating the current divide between government and private sector perception of community participation and the goal of a meaningful, participatory EIA process requires a series of changes to the existing process in China.160 The following recommendations seek to improve the quality of community participation in the EIA process under the existing legal and regulatory scheme, rather than calling for the implementation of a new law that would likely carry just as many promising, but ultimately toothless, protections for communities.
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As suggested by the comparison of the challenges facing comprehensive implementation of the EIA laws in China and the United States, important differences exist between the political systems and cultures of the two countries. Many of the shortfalls in China can be traced back to the “traditional Chinese culture of compliance and its associated autocratic mode of governance and decision-making.”\textsuperscript{161} Under this regime, “the social interests of the mass were unilaterally determined by the state. Individuals were required to ‘sacrifice’ their personal interests for the national/collective interests when the former came into conflict with the latter.”\textsuperscript{162} Therefore, in China, there is an ongoing tension between the severe limitations placed on participation in terms of selecting leaders and setting public policy, and the legislated requirement for participation in the EIA process.\textsuperscript{163} “This concept of public interest is completely different from the fundamental value[s] embodied by...the West, which stipulate that individual rights must not be trespassed or sacrificed for the interests of others.”\textsuperscript{164} Recognizing these important differences in Chinese culture that prevent identical application of techniques that have been utilized by communities in the United States to overcome implementation challenges, a variety of mechanisms can still be applied by Chinese communities to increase their participatory capacity, ultimately achieving a more meaningful EIA process.

1. Make Use of the Courts

In the United States, public participation laws were largely treated as voluntary “....until lawyers took cases to court to enforce the public’s participation rights. In such cases, the experience of going through the required steps...can cause disclosure of valuable information and
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educate the public about its legal rights.” Courts can be a crucial force in changing agency behavior in order to better integrate community opinion, and there has been a growing awareness among Chinese citizens that this option is available to seek remedies. At present, the restrictive interpretation of standing under Chinese administrative law places a high bar to community members or NGOs seeking judicial review of EIAs. Despite the challenges created by the Chinese judicial system, increasing use the courts through any means will likely improve the quality of participation across all communities.

**Environmental Public Interest Litigation**

Defined as the ability of “any citizen, social group, or national department to bring a lawsuit in its name to protect the public interest,” this option is largely inaccessible under Chinese environmental law where only the direct victims have the ability to bring a civil lawsuit. Pan Yue argues for the allowance of environmental public interest litigation by gradually broadening the scope from direct victims of environmental issues, to environmental protection departments, to qualified environmental protection organizations, and finally to the general public. The public prosecutor’s office has expressed interest in engaging in environmental public interest litigation, providing an important outlet and investigative authority for communities to appeal to even absent judicial reform allowing for a broader interpretation of standing. “Judicial review of the administrative approval of EIA documents can provide an additional check on agency behavior and improve the quality of the approval process...this would significantly strengthen the role and function of EIA as a regulatory tool.”
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Tort Liability

Following the example of the Xie family in the Haian case study, an alternative method for accessing the courts is to individually or communally seek compensation for harms caused by the polluting facility. This outlet is particularly promising in light of the court’s decision in Mr. Xie’s case to revaluate causation in such a way that requires the polluting facility to demonstrate it has not caused harm.\textsuperscript{172} While judicial precedent does not hold the same weight in China as it does in the United States, this is still a promising step forward for those seeking redress.

In the short term, this method may perpetuate the environmental justice issues raised by low participation capacity communities only being able to act, or participate, after harm has already been caused. However, the evolution in judicial understanding of major legal hurdles like causation may prompt a more widespread shift toward a reliable judicial check on agency action. If all stakeholders know in advance that litigation means the project proponents will ultimately have to prove the facility’s pollution did not cause harm, facing the prospect of a new facility, this enhances the bargaining power of even the lowest capacity community from the start. The outcome of other suits for liability may effectively force a more balanced relationship between low participation capacity communities and project proponents without requiring a drastic increase in technical expertise or resources from the community members. Such a trend would also weave a cooperative strand through the otherwise dispersed low capacity communities in China, potentially increasing the participatory capacity of each.

2. Stakeholder Gatherings

In an effort to move away from the formal expertise-dominated approach thriving in China, community members must be recognized as experts in their own right, with the
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experience of living with environmental hazards. Improving the community’s participation status to one of full partner instead of a requirement on a checklist means fostering co-planning relationships and site-specific community groups. This recommendation will be difficult for communities to implement absent willingness from project proponents. The attention siting issues are receiving in light of the recent flood of protests, however, should work in the communities’ favors by reshaping the cost-benefit analysis done by project proponents, and placing a premium on community acceptance.

**Collaborative Problem Solving**

While public hearings by name have been part of the Chinese landscape for several years, concern with finding “harmonious” solutions to public conflicts means this forum currently exists as another mechanism that works for well-connected individuals to the detriment of low participation capacity communities. Before the EIA process begins for a specific project, “community residents should be able to meet with officials to discuss existing risks and potential non-compliance by [existing] facilities located within their community.” The informal nature of these gatherings allows for less technical, more reciprocal communication and education, creating an environment where common-sense solutions can develop early on to avoid conflict and litigation later.

Collaborative problem solving is “a process involving interdependent parties identifying issues of mutual interest, pooling their energy and resources, address[ing] their differences, charting a course for the future, and allocating implementation responsibility among the
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This approach is often seen as valuable by NGO and community stakeholders because collaboration offers an alternative to litigation, which can be dragged out and deplete their resources, particularly when up against major industry players. Similarly, “companies have come to believe that proactive and progressive community outreach can…allow them to operate and maintain their business profitably in communities where previously there had been negative relationships.” “Because the emphasis is on concrete, feasible contributions to community quality of life rather than abstract principles, the goals for each participant are workable,” and the community is more meaningfully engaged in the process. Ultimately, the goal of the collaborative problem solving process is for communities to be approached differently, “through participatory processes sensitive to their bargaining position and cumulative burdens.”

3. Partnerships with NGOs and Other Third Party Advocates

In order to facilitate the development of collaborative problem solving initiatives, low participation capacity communities should partner with NGOs and other third party advocates. Studies have found that increasing the role of third party advocates, including public and private lawyers, NGOs, and lay advocates in supporting community participation can help overcome a variety of obstacles. While government and private sector organizations frequently find the suggestions made by community members to be of questionable value, NGOs, as captured through interviews, consistently counter this position, arguing for, at minimum, a legitimate communication channel through which the public can be heard. This suggests an inherent
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support for participation among Chinese NGOs, making them a particularly valuable resource for low participation capacity communities.

The potential roles of NGOs and other third parties with relevant expertise can be wide and varied depending on the needs of the community. First, NGOs can provide training, technical support, and guidance for all stakeholders: government, private sector, and community groups alike.186 Behind the scenes of many of the most infamous environmental protests in high participation capacity communities were “‘folk scientists’ who were able to translate the complicated information into a language [the rest of the community] could understand.”187 Similar support is needed in low participation capacity communities, and NGOs or other third parties can fill this niche. Such technical understanding also includes access to important communication outlets like online forums in addition to more traditional public hearings. Third party advocates can help strengthen these official channels for raising concerns and help communities to access them effectively.188 Finally, NGOs’ access to communication resources can encourage and improve information sharing.189 By demanding public disclosure of EIA reports in forums the low capacity community partners are familiar with, disclosure becomes a legitimate information sharing mechanism rather than a mere technicality being met to achieve compliance with the law. Particularly as relates to low participation capacity communities, then, the role to be filled by NGOs and other third party advocates is immense, and can help reshape the playing field of community participation in China. As summed up by Ma Tiannan of the Friends of Nature NGO:
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We have the central government, a just judicial system and non-governmental and non-profit organizations. If a variety of social forces play their roles well, it will not be difficult to find a detached neutral third party to mediate or arbitrate a dispute, and it will not be difficult to find a wise and balanced solution to minimize the social cost of settling a conflict, instead of letting public opinion conduct the fight single-handedly.\textsuperscript{190}

\textbf{Conclusion}

Much like the experience in the United States in the years following enactment of NEPA, China is struggling with effective implementation of its new EIA law and regulations. Exacerbated by the historical context of a centralized government focused on the whole of society rather than individual rights, the growing pains associated with implementing China’s wholly new participation guarantee manifests itself clearly in the conflicts that have emerged over waste incineration facility siting.

While all communities seek to protect their livelihoods, homes, and families from the potentially harmful effects of MSW incineration, a clear delineation had formed between high participation capacity communities and their low capacity counterparts. High capacity communities have understandably used their resources and access to government and media to protest successfully against the siting of waste incineration facilities in their neighborhoods. The NIMBY attitude manifested in this response, however, has the unfortunate side effect of pushing development with concentrated costs but dispersed societal benefits into communities lacking the resources to similarly combat it.

The goal in China, as in the United States, should be a more egalitarian process that defines success universally across communities as the ability to participate meaningfully in an original and thoroughly completed EIA process. Taking guidance from the U.S. experience, the
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recommendations set forth in Part V of this paper seek to outline mechanisms for disempowered communities in China to increase their participation capacity under the existing EIA law and regulations, and in the contextual setting of Chinese society. In order to fulfill its promise as a right, participation in China must be accessible and meaningful for all communities, not only those with the resources to make their NIMBY claims heard.